Software EDICOM
Ediwin Viewer
The Web EDI Solution from Edicom

About
EDIWIN VIEWER is a low-cost, high-reliability solution for cloud-based B2B electronic data interchange.
It has different EDI implementation models, based on the volume of transactions to exchange with your
business partners.
For low transaction volumes, Edicom enables low-cost models that are quick and easy to install for
sending and receiving messages through web interfaces. These are non-integrated systems which
enable access to the EDICOM B2B Cloud Platform, where users can run their EDI application to
administer the exchange of business documentation with their community of business partners.

Ediwin Viewer : A solution developed by Edicom
EDIWIN VIEWER is the Web EDI software developed by Edicom that allows a fluid and secure exchange
of all types of electronic documents, including invoices, orders, delivery notices, etc.
EDIWIN VIEWER is a low-cost, high-performance solution that is quick and easy to install and which will
allow you to interact with all of your clients and suppliers online.

Features
Edit screens: The edit screens enable multiple editable forms for processing invoices, shipping
notices, orders, etc.
Logistics labeling: Allows users to create barcode labels to identify shipments from delivery notes.
Error validation: Provides control systems to guarantee that messages are properly constructed (all
obligatory information to provide, message structure, identification of logical location numbers, etc.).
Automated message construction: Implements automated processes to generate shipping notices
and invoices using data from orders received, eliminating the need to enter all of the information
manually.
Electronic signature of documents: Supports multiple e-signature systems, making it perfectly suited
to global projects which are billed online.
Multi-standard: Can process incoming and outgoing multi-format data structures including EDIFACT,
X12, XML, ODETTE, UBL, FACTURAE, etc.
GDSN catalog management: Includes specific edit screens for managing publication and
subscription processes for items on the GDSN network using EdicomData.
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How it works
EDIWIN VIEWER is available via Edicom’s
technology platform. The solution can be
accessed via the internet with the databases,
communications, and hardware and software
resources managed in our own facilities.
Messages can be constructed easily using
simple online forms which are both versatile and
fully intuitive. Documents such as invoices and
shipment notices are entered directly by the user,
and our system adapts them to the right standard
at the time so they reach their destination
correctly.

Transparent connection
Users access their work environment online.
Users can semiautomatically draft the
messages they want to share: shipment
notices, invoices, orders, etc.
The Edicom platform converts messages to
the standard required by the recipient.
Messages sent by the recipient are received
by Edicom and made available to the user,
who can manage messages stored on the
website.
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EDIWIN VIEWER is updated regularly in Edicom’s technology infrastructure. The most recent
update was developed in JAVA and is administered via our database to make the system more
robust.
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Benefits
A low-cost solution that is quick and easy to install: EDIWIN VIEWER is a low-cost solution that can
be set up and put to use very quickly since it requires no investment in software or hardware or
modifications to your company’s computer systems.
Updates: EDIWIN VIEWER is an Application Service Provider - Software as a Service (ASP-SaaS)
solution, so you don’t have to worry about updates or new versions. Edicom guarantees that the
application will be upgraded and updated on a constant basis.
High availability: You only need an internet connection to access and manage your messages. The
work environment can be accessed with a web browser at any time of the day and from anywhere in
the world.
Edicom support: Contracting an EDIWIN VIEWER solution gives automatic access to Edicom client
support, with more than 100 technicians to answer your questions and respond to incidents.
Secure storage of invoices in accordance with the law: Invoices sent or received via EDIWIN
VIEWER are stored securely and in accordance with current legislation for the period which they are
required to be kept by law. This means there is no need to print them and keep physical records, and
documents can be located and viewed immediately whenever you or a third party need to.
Control sobre sus transacciones electrónicas: Los mensajes enviados desde EDIWIN VIEWER
tienen registro de trazabilidad, lo que le permite saber en todo momento el estado de los
documentos.
Automatic solution: Our automatic document generator shortens the time required to create
documents by using data from the orders you receive.
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About EDICOM
Edicom is a global leader in the development of technological platforms for
B2B e-commerce solutions like EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) or
Electronic Invoicing.

SOLUTIONS

With a long history in the field of EDI, we currently have over 9000 clients
worldwide, many of them leaders in their respective industries such as
Unilever, Procter & Gamble, El Corte Inglés, Toys R’Us, etc.

Electronic Invoice

Over 100 million commercial transactions are generated worldwide through
Edicom’s solutions in ASP – SaaS mode, throughout multiple sectors such as
Retail, Healthcare, Logistics and Transportation, Automotive, Tourism,
Finance, etc.

Continuous Replenishment
CRP/VMI

Edicom provides advanced technological solutions that enable users to
outsource the administration and maintenance of large B2B communications
platforms, achieving seamless operation of all systems.

CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY

FRANCE
www.edicomgroup.com/fr
edicomfr@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +33 (0) 820 360 330
ITALY
www.edicomgroup.com/it
marketing@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +39 02 0064 0402
USA
www.edicomgroup.com/us
marketing_us@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +1 212 889 1909

EDI - Electronic Data Interchange
Accounts Payable Integration
EdicomData - GDSN Data Pool

EDICOMNet - Private B2B
communications network

Issuing Electronic Certificates
Remote Signature Services from
Secure Device
Timestamping

Contact us
SPAIN
www.edicomgroup.com/es
marketing@edicomgroup.com
Phone |+34 96 136 65 65
|902 119 228

Application Service Provider

Certified document safekeeping
service
MEXICO
www.edicomgroup.com/mx
ventas@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +52 55 52 12 15 66

SERVICES
International Support Center
24x7 System Monitoring

BRAZIL
www.edicomgroup.com/br
info_brazil@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +55 (11) 2507 5402

Mapping Management
Global Outsourcing
Onboarding Projects
Integral Partner Management

ARGENTINA
www.edicomgroup.com/ar
info_argentina@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +54 (11) 5245 8410

LOCAL PHONES **
U.K. | +44 871 227 0028
NEDERLAND | 0900 777 0020
GERMANY | +49 1801 000 111
PORTUGAL | +351 707 786 678
**Only for calls from the country indicated.
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